
From: Teresa Montaruli teresa.montaruli@unige.ch
Subject: Minutes of Dec 6 call on camera

Date: 7 December 2022 at 22:19
To: nuses-terzina-camera@lists.infn.it

Dear all,
Here are the minutes of the Dec. 6 call and please notice the new mailing list. Action lists are indicated.
Material and minutes are here: https://indico.gssi.it/event/443/
If you notice someone missing let me know.

Sensor:

The summary table for Andrii’s presentation I circulated many times includes the 3 technologies. At the call, there was some 
confusion from my side on MT and LowCross talk, but  Andrii knew they are different. Nonetheless, he did not have all the values 
so he extrapolated some values. Matthieu made a verification and reassumed the values of Andrii and values from a presentation 
we received after from Elena:
 https://www.dropbox.com/s/ur87t04b33bwonv/2022-09-15%20-%20Alberto%20Gola%20-%20SiPM%20roadmap%20-
%20RICH%202022%20-%20v4%20-%20share.pdf?dl=0
Where in particular relevant plots for MT are attached below- Nonetheless, in this presentation, there is no information on 25 um 
and we know we can’t use higher micro-cell size because Leonid measured the pulse duration already from the MT samples sent 
by Elena. From his plot of the tau of signal   for MT is similar then for other technologies for 25 and 35 um.
The tau_pulse ~64 ns exactly as for other sensors in NUV-HD or NUV-HD-Low cross talk and that it increases already by about x 
2 for 35 um.
So our conclusions do not change for MT as Leonid simulated a SiPM with 64 ns and Xtalk 6.6% and DCR = 50 Hz/mm.

In the simulation he made and of which he showed results at the meeting, only the  PDE is about 10% lower but this will not make 
a huge difference. 
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We would then like to have a reference table on 3 technologies. I attach an excel file with two tables. The second one is 
the revised calculation based on Alberto’s presentation.

As we have yet not measured the PDE, XT, DCR for the received sensors, we would like FBK to verify our extrapolated values for 
25 and 35 um.
I remember that discussing with Elena there should be a factor of 10 from LCT for bare sensors but a factor of 3 for sensors with 
resin on DCR  for MT with respect to LCT. The PDE will be higher by about 35%.

Action: FBK confirms numbers in the table for MT. After Leonid will redo the simulation with exact values but conclusions should 
not change.

PixelTable.xlsx



PixelTable.xlsx

Decisions: 
- We have to use 25 um microcell and Tau = 64 ns which is similar for the 3 technologies.
- We cannot use bare sensors. We need to use resin. 
- We prefer MT technology because XT is critically important as also DCR.

Open issue:  MT was not tested for Rad Hard and tests are needed

PENDING Actions:
1) We do not yet know if we can use thin resin samples but UNIGE should receive sensors soon with thin resin (check 
when package arrives)

2) UNIGE complete XT and DCR measurements of MT samples asap

3 UNIGE agrees with POLAR2 on IFJ PAN tests. The slot on the beam is at the end of February first week of March for 3 
days of the beam. At the moment Trento does not seem a viable option but Roberto Aloisio explore if we can have 
anywhere at INFN a faster slot on a suitable facility.

v1_covered.pdf

4) FBK: find attached the paper on the facility. We need to set requirements to understand the duration of irradiation.

You find a few pieces of information in the attached paper. In summary: 

- The flux is very high (1e+7protons/s, 58MeV protons), so the irradiation is usually quite fast (seconds to minutes). We need to 
set requirements to define the duration
- The maximum diameter of the beam is 40mm (circular shape), which means this tile would just fit in the setup 
(29mm*sqrt(2)=41mm, but the edge of the tile is not part of the sensitive area). Mind the size then!

- ASIC
Leonid presented his work on the trigger using the ASIC function from Sara. The signal degraded in rise time (25 ns). This is 
problematic as sometimes background will pile up in such to emulate a signal with a high number of p.e. hence passing the 
trigger. We will not have a way to tell background from signal.  Given that here we are discussing the random background due to 
NSB DCR and XT not even bifocality will help as shown by Leonid in slides. It would not help even for big signals from 
thunderstorms in the limb but only for big signals due to cosmic rays directly from the System but we estimated from spenvis that 
these events should have lower charge.

Leonid shows in his talk why he thinks that 2 and 3 coincidences with different thresholds + each snapshot is more flexible that 1 
pixel with high threshold and coincidence of 2 with lower threshold with hitmap.

Action: Torino explores this option

For clarity for the simulation, Leonid assumed a PDE which is smaller than for MT namely the one attached. So at 420 nm he has 
45% instead 56% as in Matthieu’s table above. But this should not produce an important effect. He used 6.6% XT which can be 
reduced to 3.3% but a lower DCR of 50 Hz/mm2. Tau = 64 nm. This calculation needs verification after we receive a confirmation 
on the table by FBK but the main conclusions will not e.chang

Actions and Open issues: 
- Explore PZC and how much it consumes in power



- Explore PZC and how much it consumes in power
- Explore higher Bandwidth 
- Make a power budget: this requires 1) Torino calculates it for PZC and higher bandwidth scenarios compared to 40 
MHz and no PZC. .2) Torino calculates FPGA power
We also need understanding power of DCDC converter for the 60V line. Assuming that Ziré will have a different one it 
also would be good to offer redundancy and make things such that both experiments could be powered in case of 
failure of one of the two DCDC converters. 
Additionally we need to know who is responsible of this item!

Our schedule is ready but we need inputs on ASIC.  

Our assumptions are:

We know that the tender for optics will take about 64 weeks. The modules should be ready by Dec 2024.
The ASIC should be ready and tested in Torino by then for further tests in To and Ge with the module.

If you agree we send the schedule soon and we will maintain it.

Next meeting is fixed on Jan 13 at 9.

Send comments please.
Teresa




